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Tips for teachers on preschool math

Math is evident in everyday activities! Math is not only counting objects or playing number games. It is also classifying and comparing by size, shape and color. It is understanding patterns and solving problems. Math skills develop along with language, physical and social skills. Teachers, here are some tips for you, from aligning your math program with best practices to partnering with parents.
6 math skills for toddlers

Are toddlers too young to learn math? Absolutely not! But like everything else, they learn best when they're having fun, and when the activities are developmentally appropriate. Zero to Three designed playful activities that teachers and parents can use to support the learning of foundational math skills. Activities are grouped by skill level and can be adapted to each child's abilities.

Let's play!

en Español

Math is for babies, too!

Infants and toddlers explore math concepts naturally
while playing. Through research we have learned that even babies start understanding and learning math skills very early. They learn from both their own discovery of the world, and the language we use. Exploring concepts like size, shape, and numbers help develop foundational skills for school success and future learning.